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The 28th SILA National Education Conference was held on September 24-27, 2017 at the 
Marriott, Orlando World Center Hotel in Orlando, Florida.  There were 715 attendees with 
66 regulators (in addition to FINRA) and 38 exhibitor booths.  A big thank you is extended 
to all who volunteered their time to lead, instruct, speak, volunteer, exhibit, sponsor and enter-
tain us at the annual conference.

A brief look at this year’s conference highlights is captured below:  

Pre-Conference Classes (hosted by the SILA Foundation)

There were six preconference classes with a total of 75 students offered on Saturday and Sunday prior to the 
SILA conference.  The successful completion of these classes can be used towards the SILA Certification 
and Designation programs.  Following is a complete list of the classes offered, and the instructors who taught 
them (thank you to our wonderful instructors!)

New Attendee Orientation
There were over 100 new attendees for this year’s conference.   A New Attendee Orientation session was held on 
Sunday where new conference attendees were welcomed and introduced to SILA, the Subgroups and the best 
ways to take advantage of the information to be obtained at the SILA National Education Conference.

SILA Exhibitor Fair & Welcome Reception
The SILA Education Conference officially kicked off with the SILA Exhibitor Fair & Welcome Reception with 38 
vendor booths displaying products and services to new and seasoned conference attendees.  The participating 
vendors were:

SILA Producer Licensing Basics
Kristin Prohonic, Brighthouse Financial

SILA Adjuster Licensing Advanced
Kathy Halverson, Farmers Insurance
Patricia Sullins, Sedgwick Claims

Surplus Lines Fundamentals Class 
Julia Van Buren, MarketScout
Holly Kominsky, Glatfelter

Surplus Lines Advanced Class 
Julia Van Buren, MarketScout
Roger Smith, Ryan Specialty

Cowboy Ethics
Brian Gaudiose, Pearson VUE

Securities Basics
Deirdre Patten, Patten Training & Review
(on behalf of A.D. Banker & Company)

A.D. Banker & Company
Applicant Insight
Business Information Group (BIG)
Callidus Cloud
CAPE
CEU
Everproof
ExamFX
Florida Surplus Lines Service Office
General Information Services (GIS)
Hondros
Infosys McCamish Systems
InsCipher

ILSA
Kaplan Financial Education
NAIC - SBS
National Association of Professional 
Agents (NAPA)
National Insurance Producer Registry 
(NIPR) 
Optymyze
Outline Systems
Prometric
Quest CE
RegEd 
Rhoads Online

SiteQuestTechnologies
Spot On Insurance
Success Family of CE Companies
Supportive Insurance Services
Systeme Software 
Training Consultants
Vector One
Vertafore 
VUE Software 
WebCE 
Westmont Associates Inc.



The Monday morning kicked off with an opening video and a big drumline welcome 
from the International Touring Group, RHYTHM Extreme. 

Brian Ferguson of Business Information Group was again 
this year’s emcee and kept us all track and in line for the 
Monday and Tuesday General Session activities.  Paul Willis 
of AXIS was the off-stage announcer who did an excellent 
job introducing activities occurring during the General Ses-
sion. 

Keynote:  “Work, Laugh, Repeat” 

Greg Schwem was the keynote speaker who gave a presentation on how to find 
laughter in your workplace.   Despite its therapeutic qualities, laughter is of-
ten absent from the business environment.   Greg’s interactive keynote, “Work, 
Laugh, Repeat” showed us how to be amused about serious topics we face in our 
work environment every day.  It was a perfect way to kick off SILA 2017.

Regulatory Exchanges

After the morning break, the Regulatory Exchange sessions provided regulatory updates ad responses to 
industry hot topic questions gathered from the industry prior to the conference.  The Regulatory Exchange 
sessions were small groups of regulators.  The regulators were armed with their responses to the selected Hot 
topic questions and their responses and Regulatory Updates will be posted for members’ review with the 
post-conference items. 

FINRA Session

Concurrent with the Regulator Exchange sessions, FINRA held separate breakout sessions where Senior 
management from FINRA’s Registration and Disclosure Department discussed the transformation of Web 
CRD and the development of a gateway for financial professionals. The landscape has changed since Web 
CRD was first deployed.  It is now time for a new way of thinking and our registration and licensing systems 
must reflect that. Those systems must be streamlined, more intuitive, and responsive to a broad set of industry 
requirements.  This session explored what tomorrow might look like and how compliance will be improved as 
never imagined.

Monday Afternoon Sessions

After lunch, there were five concurrent sessions offered during the 1:15-2:15 time frame that included:
Today’s Adjuster: Leveraging new technology to improve licensing processes and strategies

The SILA Adjuster Licensing Subgroup (SALS) panel discussion revealed how companies use adjuster versatility 
created by advances in technology for today’s adjusters (in centralized environments, virtual platforms and the tradi-
tional field role) to effectively and rapidly meet consumers’ demands and needs. SALS, NIPR and Vertafore provided 
updates on how they continuously improve licensing administration and create and promote true adjuster licensing 
efficiencies supporting uniformity that alleviate a variety of adjuster licensing pain points.

Monday Activities



No Strings Attached – Mastering the Surplus Lines Tax Filing Process
This session focused on Surplus Lines tax reporting and filing requirements in addition to recent regulatory updates 
that impact the Surplus Lines industry.

Shining the Light on Commission Hierarchies 
Do you ever feel like you are under a dark cloud trying to figure out how to manage commission payouts in the com-
plex world of agent hierarchies?  This interactive discussion with carriers, agencies, and technology vendors explored 
how it’s being done and what technology is available to assist.

Producer Licensing Task Force Update
This session discussed initiatives the NAIC Producer Licensing Task Group is tackling to streamline the states’ vary-
ing business rules and processing procedures.

FINRA II – CRD enhancements, BrokerCheck & Disclosure Initiatives
Senior management from FINRA’s Registration and Disclosure Department provided updates regarding Web CRD 
enhancements, upcoming changes to Form ADV and recent changes to its BrokerCheck program.  In addition, FIN-
RA provided a status update on its disclosure-related initiatives and shared some helpful hints for firms to improve 
compliance with their reporting requirements. 

Beginning at 2:30 PM, the following concurrent sessions were offered:
 
Building the Adjuster CE Foundation, One Block at a Time

Although there has been a collaborative effort between states and industry to define continuing education require-
ments for adjusters, there continues to be the ongoing challenges and roadblocks to satisfy CE requirements in 
respective states. This session discussed the infrastructure previously established by the states and industry to create 
a reciprocal continuing education (CE) environment for adjusters, including DHS adjusters, while identifying the 
various obstacles, challenges, and impediments that occur, regardless of the road map that has been provided.  In 
addition to the challenges and differences, the session addressed areas of uniformity and best practices that have been 
developed to transition adjuster CE into a reciprocal environment. 

Open Forum – Agency Licensing
This interactive session discussed approaches to agency licensing questions, how to build your network and connect 
with peers to share and/or gain knowledge around agency licensing.         

Call Center Conundrums
This session addressed the varying state requirements for reporting state-to-state moves, name changes, and which 
email addresses each state insurance department uses for communication purposes. 

Retirement Planning: It’s about a lot more than money, are you prepared?
This personal development session discussed how to best prepare for your retirement years.  It is never too early to 
begin the planning process, understand the programs available to you and some “I didn’t know that” tips to help you 
begin your retirement preparation regardless of your age.    

FINRA III – Testing & Continuing Education Session
Senior management from FINRA’s Registration and Disclosure Department provided updates to FINRA’s qualifica-
tion and continuing education programs, including a proposal to restructure the qualification examinations program, 
as well as developments in the proposed consolidated registration and qualifications rules.  In addition, FINRA 
discussed Web delivery and personalization of FINRA’s Regulatory Element continuing education programs.  

Around the Country with Regulators & Solution Providers
The last session at 3:45 – 5:00 PM was the Around the Country that included all participating regulators, regula-
tory system vendors, Exam providers and the exhibitors.   This informal session was designed to meet regulators 
and service providers to address any specific issues that affect members’ operations.  



Tuesday Activities
Awards
Brian Ferguson returned as the Tuesday emcee. Tuesday morning began with the SILA Awards and Designation 
Recognition program.  This year’s SILA Awards were given to:

◊ Licensing/Registration Administrator of the Year:  Sherri Coleman, Nationwide
◊ Organization of the Year:   RegEd
◊ Above & Beyond Award:  Donna Robinson, Physicians Mutual
◊ President’s Award: Laurie Sadowski, Wells Fargo
◊ Robert Kennedy Appreciation Award:  Lesli Leakey, WebCE
◊ Warren Spruill Regulator Award:   Lisa Tordjman, Idaho Insurance Dept.
◊ Bruce Saenger Education Award:  Nadine Levine, Pacific Life

Designation Recognition
Following the Awards Ceremony, Barb Gavitt, SILA Education Director, recognized the preconference in-
structors.  In addition, there was the announcement of the drawing winner for the complementary 2018 SILA 
membership from the preconference class students.  The complementary 2018 SILA membership is awarded to 
Rachael Scheckman, ProSight Specialty.   Congratulations, Racheal!  
Barb then recognized the SILA members who received the SILA Foundation Certification and the SILA Associ-
ate and Fellow designations since the 2016 SILA Conference:

Congratulations to those who obtained these designation and certification accomplishments!

SILA Certification Recipients:
Candace Adams, Vertafore
Kym Arnold-Bryant, Alliant Insurance 
Services
Kaylene Bowler, Eberl Claims Services
Jodi DeFilippis, Liberty Mutual Insurance
Karen Futrell, Gallagher Bassett Services
Ana Gavrilovic, Auto Club Group
Iwa Igbonegun, Jr., Great American Insur-
ance Company
Melissa Rogers, Liberty Mutual Insurance
Crystal Tran, Vertafore
Lucas Turner, Horace Mann

SILA Associate Designations:
Jennifer Acevedo, CEU Institute
Kym Arnold-Bryant, Alliant Insurance 
Services
Laura Askew, Asurion Protection Services
Kaylene Bowler, Eberls Claim Services
Kerri Breveard, Liberty Mutual Insurance
Eyvette Calderon, Brown & Brown
Melissa Coleman, Alfa Insurance Com-
pany
Heather Coulter, Humana MarketPOINT
Natalie Day, State Farm Insurance Com-
pany
Jodi DeFilippis, Liberty Mutual Insurance
Kenyi Doyle, Zurich
Kimberly Eggers, BOK Financial Securi-
ties

Rick Ensing, Farmers Insurance
Rabecca Garcia, ILSA
Diane Garvey, CBIZ Benefits and Insur-
ance Services
Sherry Groves, ILSA
Julie Grubar, Pearl Insurance Group
Martha Hertzer, FM Global
Iwa Igbonegun, Jr., Great American Insur-
ance Company
Birgitta Kalker, Cuso Financial Services
Tracy Lord Bishop, Michigan Department 
of Insurance and Financial Services
Jacquelyn Matson, Esurance
Julie Mendel, WebCE
Cyndi Moss, AXIS Insurance
Chris Murray, Alaska Division of Insur-
ance
Heather Nelson, SWBC
Angel Pedley, Progressive Insurance 
Company
Tracy Phegley, AssuredPartners of IN
Claire Sipe, Care Providers Insurance 
Services dba NSM Insurance Group
Dorthy Skrzypek, Liberty Mutual Insur-
ance
Tracy Sloan, Waddell & Reed
Natisha Whitesel, Url Insurance Group

SILA Fellow Designations:
Ruth Bandura, Penn Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company
Christy Baumiller, Assurant
Melissa Coleman, Alfa Insurance Com-
pany
Michelle Covert, Vertafore
Pam Daugherty, Montana State Auditor’s 
Office
Cynthia Davidson, ExamFX
Joanna Hagelberger, Vertafore
Karen Machamer, AAA Life
Amanda Norris, State Farm Insurance 
Company
Cathy Rubino, Sedgwick Claims Manage-
ment Services
Melissa Sanders, ProEquities
Tracy Sloan, Waddell & Reed
Melvin Smith, Nationwide
Patricia Sullins, Sedgwick Claims Manage-
ment Services
Penny Williams, Myron Steves Financial 
Casualty and Surety
Kim Zanola, Esurance

Congratulations 

to the 2017 Award 

recipients!



SILA Designation Professional Development Program
Barb Gavitt then introduced the new SILA Designation Professional Development Program.  The purpose of 
the Professional Development program is to lend more significance to the value of holding a SILA Designation, 
remain knowledgeable in the securities and insurance licensing and administration industry, and promote in-
volvement in the organization.  The program requirements and how to meet the requirements of the Professional 
Development program are:

Requirement
Complete 24 CEU’s (credits) every 2 years

Designation Renewal Date
For current designees, the requirement takes effect January 1, 2018 and credits must be completed by December 31, 
2019. Credits are due every 2 years thereafter.
For designations earned after January 1, 2018, the renewal date is two years from the designation earned date.

Qualification Categories 
A specific number of credits will be assigned for completion of certain activities or meeting specific criteria. 
1. Conferences and Meetings – Includes industry-related conferences and meetings
2. Education – Industry-related classes, preconference classes, certification courses, webinars, NAIC designation 
courses, other CEU’s that qualify for insurance and securities related licenses or designations
3. SILA Leadership – Committee steering members, task group chairs or participants, serving on education commit-
tee, etc.

More information will be announced as the start of the program gets closer.  It was also announced that atten-
dance at the 2017 SILA Conference will be applied to the Designation requirement. 

SILA News
The SILA News segment followed the Awards/Designation ceremony and anchors, Fred Karlinsky and Susan 
Boles once again led this diverse news program covering topics that touched on topics affecting both our busi-
ness and personal lives.  This year’s SILA News segments included:

◊ Interview with Oklahoma Commissioner John Doak on current national events that included the recent Hurricane  
 devastations, his FEMA Advisory Council appointment, National Flood Insurance and the move toward fortified homes.  
◊ This segment was followed by Michelle Covert of Vertafore who provided ways to protect online identify and  
 data privacy.    
◊ The last segment of the SILA News included a Foundation Update and the awarding of the 2017 Footprint grant  
 recipient to Elevate Orlando, a nonprofit organization that equips urban youth to graduate with a plan for the future.  

Regulatory Exhanges & Special Guest
After the morning break, the Regulatory Exchange session opened with a FAQ session led by Fred Karlinsky with 
Florida CFO, Jimmy Patronis, who discussed the recent Hurricane in Florida and his new role as the CFO.   The 
session then moved to the regulatory responses to the industry hot topic questions from the remaining states 
(facilitated by Jeff Baughman, Washington Insurance Department).  

Securities Open Forum
During the insurance regulatory updates, there was a separate Securities Open Forum breakout session that pro-
vided networking opportunities with securities professionals to share experiences and gain insight from peers.  
The second portion included FINRA representatives who were available to answer any regulatory and procedural 
questions.



Tuesday Afternoon Sessions
After lunch, there were five concurrent sessions offered during the 1:15-2:15 time frame that included:

Legislative Update
This session addressed the legislative and regulatory landscape surrounding hot topics impacting licensing, registra-
tion and compliance operations. Some of the topics included Affordable Care Act developments, the evolution of 
cybersecurity regulation, and financial exploitation of seniors and other vulnerable investors.  

Adjuster Open Forum
The SILA Adjuster Licensing Subgroup (SALS) hosted its annual open forum to collaborate on current hot topics 
that impact adjuster licensing, provide Task Forces’ progress, and identify ongoing adjuster licensing needs for future 
SALS Task Forces.  

Background Investigations – Public Record Deep Dive
The recent announcement and change with how the credit companies are reporting public records has caused the in-
dustry to ask a lot of questions.  This session took a deep dive into public records: how they come about, how they are 
indexed, and subsequently how they are reported.  The difference between consumer reporting agencies, public record 
databases, and FBI criminal record histories were also explored.

Agency-Carrier Issues: D&O Change Notifications, Appointment Terminations and other Hot Topics
In this session, attendees had the opportunity to review and discuss:
(1) Results of a survey of regulators on the who/what/where/when of notifications of agency Director & Officer 
changes
(2)  Challenges of handling appointment terminations and ideas for building strategies to coordinate between agen-
cies and carriers and avoid data conflicts
(3) Open forum discussion of  other hot topics involving  licensing/compliance issues to improve communication 
and keep agency and carrier information current and in sync.

Onboarding Registered Representatives
The financial services industry gets a bad reputation sometimes due to the actions of a few representatives. You want 
the right person representing your firm. What should you do to ensure your candidates have the right stuff? These 
panelists talked about recommended procedures regarding background checks, high risk and recidivist brokers, train-
ing requirements, and more.

Five additional concurrent sessions were offered at 2:30 PM that included:

The Nuts and Bolts of Continuing Education Course Submissions and Filings
The process begins with a course title and ends with producers receiving the proper CE credits before their license 
expires. The hard part is figuring out how to get from beginning to end. The answer is…IT DEPENDS. Are you 
seeking approval in one state or multiple states? When and where will this course be offered? What is the method of 
instruction? How many credits are you seeking for approval? What is the word count? Do you need a timed outline? 
Will any instructors need to be approved? Where do I submit the course for approval? How much is this going to 
cost?
This session addressed the confusion about the process of submitting a CE course for approval, filing a completion 
roster, or just looking for clarity to help create a more streamlined process.

Specialty Lines & Limited Lines Roundtable
This session offered round tables focused on Portable Electronics Insurance, Travel Insurance and Third Party Ad-
ministrator licenses.   An area was also set aside for Puerto Rico licensing topics.  

SILA: Get the Most from your Membership
This session demonstrated how to best navigate through the SILA website, join peer groups to interact with other 
members working in your lines of business, track professional development status and locate the valuable resources 
available to members.



SACS: Background Investigation Survey - 2017 Results
SILA recently conducted another background investigation survey to follow-up on our 2016 survey designed to 
anonymously gather data about the background screening practices of Insurance Carriers, Agencies, TPAs, and Bro-
ker Dealers. This session explored the results of the survey to discover common industry trends.

Building Your Understanding of Outside Activities
What do your representatives do other than sell? Are they involved in Outside Business Activities? Do they use 
social media accounts? Do they have any disclosures? What information do you need to collect from your repre-
sentatives? Should you allow your representatives to participate in these activities? When and how do you report 
these items to FINRA? This session involved discussion with panelists on best practices surrounding representatives’ 
outside activities.

Around the Country with Regulators & Solution Providers
Again, the last session at 3:45 – 5:00 PM on Tuesday was the Around the Country that included all participating 
regulators, regulatory system vendors, Exam providers and the exhibitors for attendees to address any specific 
issues.  

Breakfast was combined with the General Session while conference photos of the last three and one-half days 
were displayed.   Donna Robinson, Emcee, welcomed everyone and launched into the last two sessions:

Innovations in Securities and Insurance Licensing: Past, Present and  
Future
This session explored the most impactful technological and regulatory innovations in our industry.  Jeff Lehman 
of Nationwide took us through the progress that has been made over the years, and to understand the current 
day opportunities for improvements that remain.

Regulatory System Updates
Representatives from FINRA, SBS, NIPR and Sircon-for-States reviewed recently released or planned enhance-
ments to regulatory systems that will benefit the industry by further streamlining processing and information.  

Closing Session
The Closing Session included:

◊ The final raffle drawing for the SILA Exhibit game was drawn.   In addition, attendees were asked to complete feedback   
 cards on the table.  They were gathered and a drawing was held from those who provided the feedback.  The Foundation   
 then held their raffle drawings for the 5 prizes sponsored by RegEd.
◊ The passing of the gavel to the incoming 2018 SILA President, Jeff Lehman, along with the announcement of the 2018   
 SILA Board of Directors.
◊ The announcement of the 29th SILA National Education Conference at the JW Marriott Hotel on Sept. 30-Oct. 3, 2018  
 in Indianapolis, Indiana.  Mark your calendars to attend.

Wednesday Activities



Thank you to:
Before closing this Conference Wrap-up, there are two groups that need to be spotlighted for their role in the 
success of the 2017 SILA National Education Conference.  

Financial Sponsors
SILA’s financial sponsors that allows us to build a bigger and stronger conference venue:

 

2017 Conference Planning Committee
A special thanks is extended to the 2017 Conference Planning Committee who helped plan and guide the events 
experienced at this year’s conference.  The Conference Planning Committee was chaired by Jeff Lehman (incom-
ing SILA President) and included:

  
  

Many hours and a lot of energy was spent in planning this year’s conference.  A job well done and we applaud 
this hard-working group of SILA members!

From attendees to all our participants and volunteers, thank you for a great 2017 SILA National Education 
conference.  See you in September 2018!

A.D. Banker & Company
Allstate
Applicant Insight
Asurion
BIG
CEU.com
GEICO
Insurance Licensing Services of America
Marsh
NAIC
Nationwide

NIPR
Pearson VUE
Pilot Catastrophe
Primerica
Prometric
PSI Services
RegEd
Rhoads Online
Vertafore
VUE Software

Michael Benner, CEU Institute
Wesley Bissett, IIABA
Susan Boles, RegEd
Diana Capes, SILA
Karen Cardo, GEICO
Sherri Coleman, Nationwide
Heather Coulter, Humana MarketPOINT
Michelle Covert, Vertafore
Cynthia Davidson, ExamFX
Kelley Entrekin, McGriff, Seibels & Williams
Danielle Fields, Marsh USA
Jessica Garner, RegEd
April Gaskin, Commonwealth Financial Network
Barbara Gavitt, A.D. Banker & Company
Lee Ann Grimm, Marsh USA
Jimmy Gunn, Alabama Department of Insurance
Kathleen Halverson, Farmers Insurance 

Lisa Keefer, Maryland Insurance Administration
Karla Kelly, Pilot Catastrophe Services
Brittani Lawrence, Jamison Insurance Group
Stephen Lawrence, Jamison Insurance Group
Lesli Leakey, WebCE
Chris Reetz, Allstate Insurance Company 
Donna Robinson, Physicians Mutual
Heather Russell, State Auto Insurance Companies
Laurie Sadowski, Wells Fargo Insurance Services 
Sabrina Slater, ILSA
Tracy Sloan, Waddell and Reed, Inc.
Melissa Van Dyke, Allstate Insurance Company 
Margie Webber, RegEd
Carolyn Wehner, CBIZ Benefits & Insurance Services
Michelle Wilson, AIG
Allister Yu, Rhoads Online Institute


